Čerenkov second-harmonic generation in the strong conversion limit: new effects
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Using beam propagation method calculations, we show that new effects occur for second-harmonic generation in the Čerenkov regime when it is optimized for efficient coupling to leaky modes. The fundamental throughput becomes independent of the input power over a few decades; i.e., optical power limiting is found. At even higher input powers, the fundamental throughput abruptly switches back to approximately the input power as a consequence of generating coupled second-harmonic–fundamental solitary waves in the waveguide because of the cascading effect. © 1996 Optical Society of America

Interest in $\chi^{(2)}$ materials and related nonlinear wave-propagation effects has been driven for a long time by potential applications to efficient blue-light generation by second-harmonic generation (SHG) and electro-optical switching.\(^1\) From a practical point of view this interest has been dominated by guided mode (fundamental) $\rightarrow$ guided mode (second-harmonic) interactions.\(^2\) Guided mode $\rightarrow$ radiation mode interactions, called Čerenkov SHG, have been studied as well, but analytical relations are difficult to obtain because of the problems associated with normalization of radiation modes, and consequently most research has focused on the low-depletion regime.\(^3\) The analysis of large conversion by means of Čerenkov SHG requires a special beam propagation code in which the calculation of the propagation of the fields at the two wavelengths is alternated with the calculation of the nonlinear interactions.\(^4\) Previously we used such a SHG–beam propagation method to show that leaky modes play a very important role in SHG processes in the Čerenkov regime.\(^5\) Here we explore the strong conversion Čerenkov regime in slab waveguides and show that some new and interesting effects occur. Specifically we show that there is a power range in which the fundamental output does not increase with the fundamental input corresponding to optical limiting. At high powers we find a sharp transition to high transmission of the fundamental because of the formation of solitary waves in the waveguide.

The geometry studied here is shown in Fig. 1. It was originally used to simulate an SF1 fiber whose core consisted of single-crystal 2-(N, N-dimethylamino) 5-nitroacetanilide (DAN), in which large SHG and nonlinear phase changes have been reported.\(^6\) An input power of $3.14 \times 10^5$ W/m corresponds roughly to a total input power of 1 W in the equivalent fiber. A fundamental beam at $\omega$ (1.32 $\mu$m) is guided in a 5-mm-long slab waveguide with cladding refractive indices of $n_c(\omega) = 1.6875$ and $n_c(2\omega) = 1.7097$ and a 4-$\mu$m-thick film with indices $n_s(\omega) = 1.6992$ and $n_s(2\omega) = 1.6976$ and a $\chi^{(2)}$ of 25 pm/V. This waveguide does not support a guided mode at $2\omega$. The Čerenkov condition that must be satisfied for the second-harmonic (SH) field to be radiated into the cladding is $2\beta(\omega) > n_c(2\omega)k_0$, where $\beta(\omega) = n_{\text{eff}}(\omega)k_0$ is the fundamental guided wave vector and $n_{\text{eff}}(\omega)$ is the effective index. This usually requires a larger index dispersion with frequency in the cladding than in the film. The radiation angle $\theta$ defined in Fig. 1 is given by $\cos(\theta) = n_{\text{eff}}(\omega)/n_c(2\omega)$. Note that the waveguide values were carefully chosen so that the SH couples optimally into the lowest-order leaky mode of the waveguide. This condition was shown previously to optimize both the Čerenkov SH emission and the SH trapped within the core of the fiber.\(^5\)

In Plate I we show the evolution of the fundamental and the SH fields down the waveguide for three input powers. Note that different scales are used for the waveguide width and length and that the angle $\theta$ is only $\sim 7^\circ$. At low input powers (case I, Plate I, top) the radiative loss into the SH is small and occurs almost uniformly along the full length of the waveguide. The relatively strong SHG right at the input is caused by an interface between a linear and a nonlinear medium. At intermediate powers (case II,
Plate I, middle) the conversion into SH occurs near the waveguide input, and only a small fraction of the fundamental power is transmitted to the waveguide output. The situation changes dramatically at high powers (case III, Plate I, bottom). Minimal SH is radiated into the cladding, and the fundamental and the harmonic travel together inside the fiber. Close examination of this last case indicates that the two beams are actually confined inside the waveguide boundaries. The large distinction between the three regimes is also very well illustrated by Fig. 2, which shows the overlap of the fundamental field with the TE$^0_v$ mode (in the low-power limit) as a function of propagation distance. Case I displays the classical Čerenkov SHG, involving modest conversion and negligible depletion of the fundamental. In case II there is a rapid decline in the fundamental power with distance, followed by a slower rate of depletion. Additionally some fluctuations in the mode power, indicating periodic power exchange between the fundamental and the SH fields, can be observed at small propagation distances. In case III the fundamental field stabilizes at a more-or-less fixed value in a very short distance, after which there is only a very small ripple in the overlap.

Here we are interested primarily in the fundamental power transmitted through the waveguide. In Fig. 3 we plot the log of this quantity versus the log of the input power. In region I, the total losses that are due to SH generation are small, and therefore the throughput power is linear in the input power. This is the regime in which Čerenkov SHG experiments have been performed to date and in which theoretical analyses have been valid.\(^3\)\(^9\)

In region II optical limiting of the fundamental is clearly observed. In fact the output evolves into a plateau that is flat to within $\pm 8\%$ over more than three decades of input power. The observed behavior can be understood qualitatively: Because the conversion of the fundamental wave into the leaky waves at the SH increases with input power and because this converted power does not return to the fundamental (because it is radiated out of the waveguide core by the leaky modes), the losses that the fundamental wave incurs during propagation increase with input power. This behavior is strongly reminiscent of the effects of two-photon absorption, and this is indeed a good analogy because SHG in this regime is also an intensity-dependent effect.\(^1\)\(^0\) The advantage of an optical power limiter based on Čerenkov SHG is that the power of the incoming wave does not have to be dissipated inside the limiting device. Instead it is converted into the harmonic frequency and subsequently can be dealt with in an appropriate way. Therefore the power that the device can handle is limited not by its dissipation capacity but rather by the intensity damage threshold of the nonlinear material. For the structure investigated the input-power threshold for limiting is $\approx 2$ MW/m, corresponding to only $6.4$ W in the equivalent fiber geometry. Because of large losses of the leaky modes the acceptance bandwidth of these structures can be quite large when compared with the tight phase-matching constraints encountered in SHG involving guided modes only.

We believe that the most fascinating region is region III, in which unexpected physics is found. Note that after the fundamental throughput switches back to almost unity, there is very little SHG radiated into the cladding. (It occurs only immediately at the entrance face because of the boundary conditions on the SH.) The SH is now cогuided along with the fundamental. The corresponding transverse distributions of the fundamental and the SH fields are shown in Fig. 4, along with those in regions I and II for comparison. Whereas in regions I and II the SH field exhibits a strong tail into the cladding, the radiated SHG field in region III is totally confined to the nonlinear film. Such changes cannot be analyzed with a coupled-mode treatment in which the modal field profiles are specifically assumed not to change with power. Furthermore, the fundamental is also more confined to the film than in regions I and II. This is reminiscent of the recently discovered solitary waves in $\chi^{(2)}$ media in which the fundamental and the harmonic are strongly coupled and propagate without diffracting in space.\(^1\)\(^1\) For high enough fundamental input intensities, the two beams can be locked together, even in the presence of walk-off, and at high intensities the SH becomes
Fig. 4. Logarithm of the field profiles of the fundamental (left) and SH (right) fields after 5-mm propagation for cases I (top), II (middle), and III (bottom). The dashed lines represent the refractive-index profiles (not scaled).

locked to the fundamental in the waveguide. Indeed, solitary waves have been observed in which diffraction is defeated by the combined effects of cascaded self-focusing and parametric gain guiding. Here, diffraction and the nonguiding of the harmonic inferred by $n_{c1}(2\omega) > n_{c2}(2\omega)$ are defeated by the same effects. As a result, Čerenkov SHG is actually inhibited.

This effect clearly produces a switch with a very sharp threshold. The transmission change is $\sim 10^4$ for an intensity increase of less than 2%. However, this corresponds to an intensity $> 10^{12}$ W/cm$^2$, which exceeds the damage threshold of most dense, transparent optical materials. We note, however, that the switching intensity is proportional to $|\chi^{(2)}|^2$ and hence can be reduced in some existing nonlinear materials. For example, 4-(4-dimethylamino styrene)-methylpyridinium tosylate (DAST) has a reported nonlinearity of 400 pm/V.$^{12}$

In summary, SHG that is due to Čerenkov radiation into a waveguide cladding exhibits interesting phenomena beyond the nondepletion approximation. The fundamental throughput first reaches a plateau and then becomes independent of increasing input power. It then abruptly increases by orders of magnitude, approaching the input fundamental power, at which point solitary waves are formed because of strongly coupled fundamental and harmonic waves. At this point, the Čerenkov SHG effectively disappears.
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